Wiring 2 gang switch box diagram

It isn't unusual to wire two or more light and switch combinations from the same power source
-- in fact, it's common practice. Typically, the source is a circuit breaker in the main electrical
panel that has a rating large enough to handle the lights. It's possible to mount the switches in
the same or in different electrical boxes, but the latter case involves the extra task of running a
circuit cable between the boxes. You maintain the continuity of the hot wire in the circuit cable
by forming pigtails at the points where it connects to the switches. Install appropriate electrical
boxes for the lights and switches. You can mount the switches side-by-side in a double-gang
electrical box or in different locations, each in a single-gang box. For each fixture and switch
you have the choice of nailing a rough-in box to a stud or rafter or mounting a remodeling box
on the drywall. Run gauge electrical cable between each switch and the light it controls. Pull
one end of each cable through the back of one of the light fixture electrical boxes. Connect the
light fixtures by wiring their black wires to the black cable wire, their white wires to the white
cable wire and their ground wires to the bare cable wire. Twist wires that you're joining together
with pliers and screw a wire cap onto each set. Pull the other end of each cable through the
back of the electrical box for the switch that controls it, then strip the end of the cable with a
knife and separate the wires. Pull a gauge cable from the power source, making sure that the
power is off and the cable is dead. Feed it through the back of one of the switch boxes and strip
the wires. Run a second gauge cable from the first switch to the second one and strip the wires
on both ends. If you've mounted the switches in the same electrical box, you can omit this step.
Slice open a spare length of cable that is 6 inches long with a utility knife and remove the black
and bare wires. If you've mounted two switches in the same electrical box, prepare two black
wires. Connect one end of the 6-inch wire to the top terminal of the first switch. Twist the other
end together with the black wire from the incoming circuit cable and the black wire from the
cable going to the second switch to form a pigtail. Twist a wire cap onto the end of the pigtail.
Use the other 6-inch wire to connect to the top terminal of the second switch if it is mounted in
the same electrical box. In this case, there will be three black wires forming the pigtail: two
6-inch wires coming from the switches and one circuit wire. Form a similar pigtail with the
ground wires. Connect the 6-inch length of wire to the green ground terminal. Twist the other
end together with the ends of the three bare wires in the box. If the switches are in the same
box, connect the ground terminals with one 6-inch wire and twist that wire together with the
other two. Although you don't need to cap ground wires, screwing on a cap will hold them
together more securely. If the circuit cable that powers the lights is already connected, make
sure that the power is off. If you aren't sure, test the cable wires with a voltage tester. You can
get a fatal electrical shock by working with live wires. Chris Deziel has a bachelor's degree in
physics and a master's degree in humanities. Besides having an abiding interest in popular
science, Deziel has been active in the building and home design trades since As a landscape
builder, he helped establish two gardening companies. By Chris Deziel Updated December 17,
Related Articles. Twist all the white wires in each electrical box together and cap them. Tip
Although you don't need to cap ground wires, screwing on a cap will hold them together more
securely. Warning If the circuit cable that powers the lights is already connected, make sure that
the power is off. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited depending on
box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before adding new wiring,
etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before beginning electrical
work. The user of this information is responsible for following all applicable regulations and
best practices when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work
themselves, a qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This
page contains wiring diagrams for household light switches and includes: a switch loop,
single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a few choices for wiring a outlet switch combo device.
Also included are wiring arrangements for multiple light fixtures controlled by one switch, two
switches on one box, and a split receptacle controlled by two switches. When the electrical
source originates at a light fixture and is controlled from a remote location, a switch loop is
used. This circuit is wired with a 2-wire cable running from the light to the switch location. The
neutral from the source is connected directly to the neutral terminal on the light and the source
hot is spliced with the white loop wire. The white wire is marked black on both ends to identify it
as hot. At SW1 it is connected to one of the terminals. The black loop wire is connected to the
other terminal and at the light, to the hot terminal on the fixture. This is an updated version of
the first arrangement. Because the electrical code as of the NEC update requires a neutral wire
in most new switch boxes, a 3-wire cable runs between the light and switch. The red and black
are used for hot and the white neutral wire at the switch box allows for powering a timer, remote
control, or other programmable switch. Here a single-pole switch controls the power to a light
fixture. The source is at the switch and 2-wire cable runs from there to the light. The source hot
wire is connected to a switch terminal and the other terminal is connected to the black cable

wire. The neutral wire from the source is spliced to the white cable wire and continues on to the
light. At the light, the white wire connects to the neutral terminal and the black wire connects to
the hot. Here two switches are wired in the same box to control two separate lights. The source
is at the switch box and a 2-wire cable is run to each light. One source is spliced to each switch
with a pigtail to power the two lights. This diagram illustrates wiring for one switch to control 2
or more lights. The source is at SW1 and 2-wire cable runs from there to the fixtures. The hot
and neutral terminals on each fixture are spliced with a pigtail to the circuit wires which then
continue on to the next light. This is the simplest arrangement for more than one light on a
single switch. A rheostat, or dimmer, makes it possible to vary the current flowing to a light
fixture thereby varying the intensity of the light. The dimmer switch will have stranded wires
that must be sliced to the solid cable wiring in a pigtail fashion. A device like this should only be
used with an incandescent light fixture and not with a ceiling fan or other motor. See wiring a
speed controller for wiring a rheostat to control fan speed. To wire this circuit, 2-wire cable runs
from the dimmer to the light. The source is at the dimmer and the hot wire is spliced to one hot
wire on the device. The other wire from the dimmer is spliced to the black cable wire which runs
on to the hot terminal on the light. The source neutral wire is spliced to the white cable wire
which continues on to the neutral terminal on the light. Here a receptacle outlet is controlled
with a single-pole switch. This is commonly used to turn a table lamp on and off when entering
a room. In this diagram, 2-wire cable runs between SW1 and the outlet. The source is at SW1
and the hot wire is connected to one of the terminals there. The other switch terminal is
connected to the black cable wire running to the hot terminal on the receptacle. The source
neutral is spliced in the switch box with the white cable wire running to the neutral on the
receptacle. This diagram illustrates the wiring for a split receptacle with the top half controlled
by SW1 and the bottom half always hot. The receptacle is split by breaking the connecting tab
between the two, brass colored terminals. The tab between the neutral, silver terminals should
remain intact. Here, the source is at the outlet and 2-wire cable runs from there to SW1. The
circuit neutral wire is connected to one of the neutral terminals on the outlet, it doesn't run to
the switch. The hot source is spliced to a pigtail that connect to the bottom, always-hot half on
the receptacle and to the white cable wire running to SW1. The black cable wire runs to the SW1
connecting it to the hot on the top half of the split outlet. In this updated diagram, 3-wire cable
runs between the receptacle and switch and the red cable wire is used to carry the hot source to
the switch. The neutral from the source is spliced through to the switch box using the white
wire and in this diagram, the white wire is capped with a wire nut. This represents a change in
the NEC code that requires a neutral wire in most new switch boxes. If you are running a new
circuit, check the electrical code to understand this and any other updates to the required
procedure. In this circuit, a split receptacle is controlled by two separate switches. With this
arrangement, two lamps can be plugged into the same outlet and each can be controlled
separately from two different locations. Here again, the connecting tab between the receptacle
terminals is broken off and the neutral tab remains intact. The source is at SW1 and 3-wire cable
runs from there to the outlet, 2-wire cable runs from there to SW2. The source hot wire is
spliced with a pigtail to SW1 and to the black wire running to the receptacle box. At the box, the
black wire is spliced with the white wire running to SW2. The white wire is mark black on both
ends to identify it as hot. The red cable wire runs from SW1 to the hot terminal on the top half of
the split receptacle. The source neutral is spliced to the white wire running to the neutral on the
receptacle. It doesn't matter which one, only one connection is needed. From the receptacle, the
black cable wire running to SW2 is connected to the hot terminal on the bottom half and to the
switch at the other end. In this updated diagram, 3-wire cable runs between the receptacle and
SW2 to allow for splicing the neutral source through to the second switch box. Here the white is
not used for hot but instead the black wire serves that purpose for the second switch. The red
wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the bottom half of the receptacle and to the switch at the
other end. In this diagram, two 3 way switches control a wall receptacle outlet that may be used
to control a lamp from two entrances to a room. This circuit is wired the same way as the 3 way
lights at this link. Three-wire cable runs between the switches and the outlet. The source is at
the SW1 where the hot is connected to the common terminal and the neutral spliced through to
the neutral on the outlet. The red and black wires running from SW1 to the outlet are used as
travelers. At the outlet, the travelers are spliced to run to SW2 using the red and white wires in
that cable. The black wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the receptacle and to the common
on SW2 at the other end. An outlet switch combo device is handy when you need both but you
only have one box available. Like the split receptacles previously mentioned, these devices
make use of a removable connector between the two hot terminals to divide it when needed.
When intact and wired to one hot source wire, the combo can be used to turn a light off and on
while the receptacle will be constantly hot. Check here to see wiring diagrams for a gfci outlet

switch combo when you need a device like this with ground fault protection in a kitchen,
bathroom, or laundry room. This diagram shows the first wiring option for this device. In this
arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot terminals remains intact. The source is at the
device and the hot is connected directly to one of the hot terminals, it doesn't matter which one.
Two-wire cable runs from the combo to the light fixture and the switch output is connected to
the black wire running to the fixture hot terminal. The source neutral wire is spliced to the
neutral on the receptacle half of the combo device and to the white cable wire running to the
light. At the light, it connects to the neutral terminal. If you have a second device in the same
box with the combo switch, you can wire them together as illustrated in this diagram. We use a
receptacle here but any device such as a switch, timer, etc. The tab on the combo remains intact
and the source hot is spliced with a pigtail to the hot terminals on each device in the box. The
source neutral is spliced with a pigtail to the two devices and to the white wire running to the
fixture neutral terminal. The combo switch output is connected to the black wire running to the
fixture hot terminal. This is another option for wiring a combo device where two electrical
sources are used. In this arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot terminals on the
device is broken off to separate the two. The switch controls a light and the receptacle half of
the combo device is always hot. Source 1 comes in at the light fixture and a 3-wire cable is run
from there to the switch half on the device. The hot from the source is spliced to the black wire
running to the combo and to the input side of the switch. The white neutral from the source is
connected directly to the light fixture. The red wire from the light is connected to the output on
the switch and to the hot terminal on the light at the other end. Source 2 comes in at the combo
device where the hot and neutral wires are connected to their corresponding terminals on the
receptacle half of the device. Lastly, the combo switch can be used to control the built in
receptacle itself, allowing it to function as a switched outlet. This is handy if you want to use the
switch to control a light fixture or other device plugged into the combo. Here the tab between
the two halves is removed and the circuit hot is connected to the input side of the switch. The
switch output is sent to the hot side of the receptacle using a short jumper wire of the same
gauge. The circuit neutral is connected to the neutral side of the receptacle outlet. How to Read
These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for household light switches and includes:
a switch loop, single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a few choices for wiring a outlet switch
combo device. Wiring a Switch Loop When the electrical source originates at a light fixture and
is controlled from a remote location, a switch loop is used. Wiring Two Switches for Two Lights
Here two switches are wired in the same box to control two separate lights. Multiple Light
Wiring Diagram This diagram illustrates wiring for one switch to control 2 or more lights.
Dimmer Switch Wiring Diagram A rheostat, or dimmer, makes it possible to vary the current
flowing to a light fixture thereby varying the intensity of the light. Wiring a Switch to a Wall
Outlet Here a receptacle outlet is controlled with a single-pole switch. Wiring Diagram for a Split
Outlet This diagram illustrates the wiring for a split receptacle with the top half controlled by
SW1 and the bottom half always hot. Wiring a Double Split Switched Outlet In this circuit, a split
receptacle is controlled by two separate switches. Wiring for an Outlet and Switch Combo An
outlet switch combo device is handy when you need both but you only have one box available.
Email Print. Home Page. Control a Receptacle With a Switch. Replacing a Switch. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal links in the midst of
the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information virtually the relative slant and promise
of devices and terminals on the devices, to urge on in building or servicing the device. A
pictorial diagram would deed more detail of the mammal appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
uses a more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections on top of subconscious
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create distinct that
all the associates have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
put on an act the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
long-lasting electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use agreeable symbols for wiring devices, usually alternative from those used on
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not only ham it up where something is to be
installed, but plus what type of device is subconscious installed. For example, a surface ceiling
spacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling open has a rotate symbol, and a surface
fluorescent roomy has substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a stand-in fable and
correspondingly pull off the various outlets. There are symbols that put-on the location of
smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required
by the electrical inspection authority to accept relationship of the address to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will also add together panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit

television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. How to wire a 2 way switch.
Wiring a 2-way switch is about as simple as it gets when it comes to basic house wiring. First of
all we need to go over a little terminology so you know exactly what is being discussed. It
should also help in understanding the functions of each type of switch. The cable consist of a
black wire, a white wire and a bare copper wire. When wiring a 2-way switch circuit, all we want
to do is to control the black wire hot wire to turn on and off the load. Now in the diagram above,
The power source is coming in from the left. Notice the black wire is the only wire that we are
controlling through the 2-way switch. You have an incoming hot wire black going to one screw
it does not matter if you use the brass or silver screw on the side of the 2-way switch and a
black wire from the other screw on the 2-way switch going to the load light, ceiling fan etc.. The
white wires are wire nutted together so they can continue the circuit. Now as for the ground
wire. It is very important to connect the ground wire to the switch as well. The Green screw on
the 2-way switch is for the ground so all ground wires should be connected as seen below. All
ground wires bare copper are all now connected incoming ground, load ground and switch
ground. This makes for a safe protected circuit by having all grounds intact. So what have we
accomplished. By wiring a 2-way switch, The circuit below shows the basic concept of
electricity flow to the load. Let's assume the load you are controlling is a light. The electricity
flows from the hot wire black through the 2-way switch shown in off position and then to the
light and returns through the neutral wire white. This is a completed circuit. Now by
understanding the diagram above, go up to the top diagram and by using the concept shown
here, just use your mouse pointer on that diagram and follow the flow from black wire hot wire
to the load and return through the white wire neutral. This should give you a good basic
understanding how the 2-way switch circuit works and will help you in adding or changing a
2-way switch. So now that you have a basic concept of wiring a 2-way switch, let's look at the
following 2-way switch diagrams to see which type of circuit scenario you have. After you have
pulled your switch out from the wall, the wires in the box and connecting to the switch should
look like one of the following. How To Wire It. Here's How. In position 1 when the switch is down
or on com and l1 are connected together just like the one way switch. Connect the line brown
wire to the l terminal together with the supply cable line wire and connect the blue wire with the
brown slewing to the swl terminal together with the lamps line wire. To switch from two
locations youll need 2 two way switches and wire them together in a particular way. The next
length of the twinearth cable will run from the light to the first two way switch. In position 2
when the switch is up or off com and l2 are connected together. After removing the current
swicth its an old tenaby switch and there are 3 conectors on the top and 3 on the bottom and 7
wires earth. Uk domestic lighting circuits. Easy to follow instructions on wiring a 1 gang 2 way
light switch. Light switch wiring 2 way switch how to wire 2 way light. I use simple electrical
diagrams to show how to do the. Com on the first switch connects to com on the second switch
l1 on the first switch connects to l1 on the second and l2 on the first switch connects to l2 on
the second. There are 2 separate lights in the kitchen on a 2 gang switch indepently controlled
by the same switch 2 buttons. Cable d fig 2 is a three core and earth this is the 3 wire control
that links the two light switches together. A two way switch has 3 terminals. Each of the gangs
or switches above in fig 2 of which there are two work like this fig 3. Superswitch 10ax sp 1gang
2way switch. Ck dextro vde screwdriver set slppzd 6pcs. Find our diy wiring a 2 way switch
video diagrams and explanation. If you look inside an existing wired in two way switch you will
see quite a few wires of differing colours. How to terminate our 1 gang one way and a 1 gang
two way light switch wired in pvc twin cable. Standard Lighting Circuits Vesternet. Lighting
Wiring Diagram Light Wiring. Technical Trendiswitch. House Wiring Lamp Wiring. Mk Light
Switch 1 Gang 2 Way. Posting Komentar Catatan: Hanya anggota dari blog ini yang dapat

mengirim komentar. Wiring a one gang two way switch. This can be confusing. Tools for this
job. A commonc l1 and l2. Bagikan Artikel ini. Posting Komentar. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited depending on box
size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc.
Check local regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before beginning electrical
work. The user of this information is responsible for following all applicable regulations and
best practices when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work
themselves, a qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This
page contains wiring diagrams for two outlets in one box. Included are arrangements for 2
receptacles in one box, a switch and receptacle outlet in the same box, and 2 switches in the
same box. In this diagram, two duplex receptacle outlets are installed in the same box and wired
separately to the source using pigtails spliced to connect the terminals of each one. With each
outlet connected by its own pigtail wire, if one fails because of physical damage, the other won't
be affected and should still work. Here two outlets are installed in one box and wired using the
device terminals to connect them. With this arrangement, if receptacle 1 fails, receptacle 2 may
also fail. If the first outlet in the circuit is damaged internally in some way, it may affect the flow
of electricity to the outlets that follow. Usually this is not the case though. If the copper tab
between the terminals screws remains intact, even if 1 stops functioning, outlet 2 will most
likely still work. In this diagram, two outlets are wired in the same box with a separate volt
source feeding each. Three-wire cable runs into the box. The black and red wires are both hot
and each is connected to one of the receptacles. The white, neutral wire is splice to each outlet
so they share the return path. This is appropriate for standard duplex receptacles, but should
not be used for GFCI receptacles. GFCI's must have dedicated neutral connections to work
properly. A circuit like this can usually be found in a kitchen where two 20 amp circuits are
installed to accommodate all the appliances normally found in a typical kitchen as illustrated in
this circuit breaker diagram. This diagram illustrates wiring a GFCI receptacle and light switch
in the same outlet box, a common arrangement in a bathroom with limited space. The hot
source is spliced with a pigtail to the LINE terminal on the receptacle and to on terminal on the
light switch. The neutral is spliced with a pigtail to the GFCI and the white wire running to the
light. This wiring provides single-location gfci protection. The light and switch are not protected
by the gfci receptacle. In this arrangement 2 switches are installed in one box. The switches are
connected with pigtail wires to the same source. The black wires running to the two separate
light fixtures are each connected to one of the switches. The source neutral and ground wires
are spliced to the wires running directly to each light fixture box. This diagram shows two
switches in the same box with a separate volt source feeding each. Three-wire cable is
supplying the source for the switches and the black and red wires are each connected to one
switch. The black wire from each light is connected to one of the switches and the source
neutral and ground are shared by the two light fixtures. In this diagram, a light switch and
receptacle are wired in the same box. Both devices are spliced to the same hot source. The
neutral is spliced with a pigtail to the neutral terminal on the receptacle and to the white wire
running through to the neutral at the light fixture located in a separate box. This diagram
illustrates a switch and receptacle in the same outlet box located in the middle of the circuit.
This wiring allows the electricity to continue from the receptacle, on to any other outlets in the
circuit and it provides a switch for controlling a light fixture or other load such as another wall
outlet or a ceiling fan. In this diagram, a switch and receptacle outlet are installed in the same
box and the switch controls the power to the outlet. The hot source connects to one terminal on
the switch and the other terminal connects to the hot on the receptacle with a short wire. The
neutral wire from the source connects directly to the outlet neutral and the switch and outlet
share the source ground. It's common to describe household wall receptacles that are wired
together using the device terminals as wired in series. But, in fact, all household receptacles are
always wired in parallel, and never in series. In a series circuit, current must pass through a
load at each device. The load itself conducts current down the line to the subsequent loads in
the circuit. A series circuit will drop use some voltage at each load until it dwindles to an
insufficient level at some point down the line. If wall receptacle circuits operated like that, you
wouldn't be able to plug an appliance in down stream from another appliance in the same circuit
because the voltage wouldn't be sufficient to run it. And if the appliance in the first receptacle
shorted out or failed in some other way, it would interrupt the current to the other outlets in the
circuit. Household circuits don't operate like that, you have a consistent average of volt at each
receptacle, no matter how many loads you have on the circuit. By contrast, switches and circuit
breakers are wired in series. Voltage passes through these devices in order to continue down
the line. If an interruption occurs in a switch, there will be no electricity beyond that point. How

to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for two outlets in one box. Wiring
Two Outlets in One Box In this diagram, two duplex receptacle outlets are installed in the same
box and wired separately to the source using pigtails spliced to connect the terminals of each
one. Wiring Dual Outlets in a Series Here two outlets are in
2011 dodge ram wiring diagram
2018 gmc canyon owners manual
2002 ford mustang v6
stalled in one box and wired using the device terminals to connect them. Wiring 2 Outlets with
2 Sources In this diagram, two outlets are wired in the same box with a separate volt source
feeding each. Wiring Two Switches in One Box with 2 Sources This diagram shows two
switches in the same box with a separate volt source feeding each. Wiring a Switch and Outlet
in the Same Box In this diagram, a light switch and receptacle are wired in the same box. Wiring
an Outlet and a Light Switch Mid-Circuit This diagram illustrates a switch and receptacle in the
same outlet box located in the middle of the circuit. Wiring a Switch to an Outlet in One Box In
this diagram, a switch and receptacle outlet are installed in the same box and the switch
controls the power to the outlet. Email Print. Home Page. Series or Parallel It's common to
describe household wall receptacles that are wired together using the device terminals as wired
in series. Control a Receptacle With a Switch. Replacing a Switch.

